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A DECADE IN REFLECTION

No one could have predicted

how the last 12 months or so

have played out, and there’s

no question of the fact we are

navigating a world of ‘new

normals’. 

2021 rings in the 10th

anniversary of Student.com. 

A whole decade since we

helped our first student find

their home away from home at

university. 

At such a milestone, naturally

we have taken some time to

reflect on the challenges,

highlights and memories of

the Student.com journey so

far. 

Despite the world being in

flux, we are confident that

there are many more

adventures ahead. The

purpose of Student.com was

to help students realise their

education dreams. 

Adapting to
the times
2020 pushed the world to its limits. But through

adversity some of the greatest things happen.

The last academic year has reset the tone for the

student accommodation industry, with flexibility

and value key points for the student of today. 

Whether that’s a summer of study

abroad, short language courses

or heading to university in their

home country. The power that

learning has to unlock potential

is outstanding, and our core

purpose hasn’t changed in the

last decade - which is testament

to the drive to learn of young

people across the globe.

To kickstart our anniversary year I

would like to personally thank

everyone who has helped shape

who Student.com is today. It has

been a journey, and we look

forward to continuing to help

thousands of students around

the world on their higher

education paths. To partners,

team members, industry

comrades - I look forward to our

continued work together.

"The passion of

students around the

world to continue

their higher

education, matched

with the flexibility of

student

accommodation

providers - means

that together we will

weather the storm."

 

Luke Nolan, Founder and

CEO, Student.com 
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The top trends
It's hard to summarise a whole decade, but here

are the top 10 stats about the Student.com story

so far.
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Student 

accommodation 

bookings made

120,000+

Student accommodation 

beds listed

1.25 million

Languages and dialects spoken 

by the  global booking teams

25

Countries with student 

accommodation listed

135

App and website visits

30 million+

Total bookings value

$1 billion+

Cities with student 

accommodation listed

500

Accommodation

partners and

universities working

with worldwide 

300+
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DOMESTIC DEMAND

In March when Boris Johnson

announced a nationwide lockdown,

the UK student accommodation

industry shut down overnight. 

Demand on our website from

students searching for

accommodation dropped the day

following the announcement, and

accommodation providers had to

pivot their roles to provide a new

form of support to help students. 

In the last 12 months the UK

navigated three lockdowns, and

with each lockdown lift we saw

confidence from students to book

their student accommodation.

Student rent costs featured heavily

in the media throughout 2020 due

to the financial pressure Covid-19

placed on students. 

Our accommodation partners

adapted where possible - 

 providing flexible check-in dates,

adapting cancellation policies and

rent free quarantine offers. Moving

forward greater support from the

UK Government is needed to

support the student

accommodation industry. 

We expect that the longer

accommodation search times of

students in 2020 will continue into

the next academic year. 

Spotlight on
the UK
UK continues to attract students, despite

turbulence from Brexit and Covid-19. Local

lockdowns and online learning hasn’t dampened

students' determination to return to normal

university life for 2021/22.

"Whilst there may be an

overall decline in

numbers for international

students studying in the

UK for 20/21, the

demand is there and it is

not going to disappear. "

 

Dan Baker, General Manager, EMEA,

Student.com

INTERNATIONAL INTEREST

Student.com website traffic shows that

globally there was an immediate

reaction to the UK’s lockdown in March

2020 with European demand dropping

to -49% the week of the 15th March, and

Asia demand declining to 53% in the

week of the 5th April.

As the global pandemic took hold, we

saw international interest decline and

recover inline with peaks of cases.

Europe recovered to just -14% by the

week of the 14th April, when Asia was

peaking in decline. That said, the

demand from international students to

study in the UK has continued to be

strong comparatively to other

destinations throughout the pandemic.

Asia to UK as a corridor has benefited

from traditional alternative destinations

of Australia & New Zealand not being an

option in 20/21, US embassies being

closed not enabling Visas to be attained,

meaning the UK is the most realistic

destination for a study abroad

experience and the post-study work visa

attracting a new South Asian audience.

Trends are encouraging for the 2021/22

academic year, with Asian markets

coming to the UK trending at -39% (from

a height of -76% in January 2021) and

European markets at +6% both for

March 2021 vs 2019 performance pre-

Covid.

Europe to UK has seen challenges with

Brexit alongside Covid-19, but it is clear

that the UK is still an attractive

destination to study.
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UK student
trends

snapshot
The top trends of student accommodation in the

UK for 2020 - based on Student.com booking data.

Average tenancy length 

44 weeks

Most popular room type

private room

Average distance from 

university campus

26mins walk Average spend 

on accommodation

(local currency)

£7,559

Average time to book

7 days
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FRANCE

Whilst Covid-19 hasn’t dramatically

changed the preferences of

international students looking to

study in France, there is still room for

caution and preparation from

student accommodation providers in

the region. 

Five out of the top 10 countries that

supply France’s mixed international

student cohort have seen numbers

drop into minus figures due to the

impact of Covid-19 - amongst those

China, Greece and Italy. Before the

global pandemic, students already

had a spotlight on every detail of

student accommodation on offer in

the country. 

With barriers such as price and

paperwork as pain points, layering

on top concerns about safety and

flexibility of contracts, wasn't

something that the regional industry

needed in 2020. That said, the

French Government’s heavy

investment in attracting overseas

students is very encouraging - with

14,000 tuition fee exemptions for

European Union students. 

As the world continues to open up,

and life returns to the ‘new normal’,

it’s important that safety and security

aren’t added to France’s pain point

list for international students as the

hunger for international education is

still there.

Spotlight on
Europe
Students' summer short courses and studying

travel put on hold, but time and clarity over

Brexit changes means an expected positive

academic year ahead. 

"European countries still

remain attractive for

students looking to

study overseas. During

2020 the biggest barrier

being the global

pandemic, as we head

towards countries and

borders opening up -

the focus will become

streamlining the Brexit

red tape."

 

Dan Baker, General Manager, EMEA,

Student.com

SPAIN

Impacted by the lack of summer student

exchanges and learning courses, the

region found 2020 a challenge. In a total

switch from normality, there wasn't a

spike of students looking for short term

accommodation. And the preferences of

students changed, switching from

shared accommodation to private

rooms. Brexit came into play as students

were hesitant to book whilst awaiting

the new document requirements for

studying abroad. However, as the

situation begins to clear and life post

Brexit becomes normality we have seen

demand slowly start to recover - despite

the hit from the Erasmus scheme

changing due to Brexit.

GERMANY

Similarly in Germany as across Europe,

there was an impact of the Brexit

uncertainty and the inability of students

to travel for summer language courses. 

That said, towards the end of the year

we did see an increased demand for

Germany as a destination for students

looking for student accommodation.
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Europe
student trends

snapshot
The top trends of student 

accommodation for 2020 - based on

Student.com booking data.

Average tenancy length 

25 weeks

Most popular room type

private room

Average distance from 

university campus

32mins walk Average spend 

on accommodation

4,114 euros

Average time to book

16 days
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Spotlight on
the US
As the world watched the political story play out,

visa delays and border closures provided tricky

obstacles for students looking to study in the

region. 

"Whilst the year may

have been uncertain, the

domestic demand still

remains strong in the

region. Once clarity over

Visas and in person

learning is clear, we

expect a strong market

bounce back."

 

Luke Nolan, Founder and CEO at

Student.com

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

The year experienced many challenges

for international students, from Visa

delays due to embassies being closed

during Covid-19, to the political climate

with the Presidential race. Borders were

closed with only “exceptional

circumstances” able to travel - including

China, Europe, UK, Ireland on the

banned list. Those countries that are

allowed, those travelling had to meet

tightening safety  measures including

providing negative Covid-19 tests one

to three days before travel. In addition

the presidential race and Donald

Trump's handling of the global

pandemic impacted interest for students

to study in the region. Which further

impacted demand for student

accommodation. 

With international students the number

one blocker to sign leases was based

around face-to-face learning on

campuses. The concern over fully online

learning led to many students delaying

booking student accommodation.

However, once the communications are

made for 2021/22 learning we expect an

influx of students - as many have already

completed their research and are ready

to book. Whilst there wasn’t the

opportunity during 2020, we do predict

the student intake to return to normal

once borders and embassies reopen, as

data shows that Student.com traffic for

US as a destination was only down 40%

Year-on-Year at the end of 2020

DOMESTIC STUDIES

Online learning became the go-to

for universities across the country,

with many states keeping the

method as the preferred teaching

choice as the academic year

continued. 

Those students already living in

student accommodation remained

as the global pandemic took hold,

and accommodation providers

increase welfare support, plus

enhanced cleaning procedures to

keep students safe. 

In some cities, an increase in

demand for student

accommodation was seen, 

such as New York, as students

looked for private space.

Traditionally US students prefer

twin rooms, as per the typical dorm

style layout. However, the move to

private room with en-suite became

the most popular room type of the

year. 

We predict this trend will continue

as the region prepares for the next

academic year, as universities move

to a hybrid in person and remote

learning model. 
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US student
trends

snapshot
The top trends of student accommodation in the US

for 2020 - based on Student.com booking data.

Average tenancy length 

35 weeks

Most popular room type

private room

Average distance from 

university campus

42mins walk Average spend 

on accommodation

(local currency)

$9,767

Average time to book

13 days
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DOMESTIC

2020 started on a record high
for the region, with student
interest in accommodation in
Australia and New Zealand at an
all time high. The future looked
bright. 

Then the border closures
happened, which placed the
student accommodation sector
in the region in turmoil. Almost
overnight everything changed
with international and internal
borders closing. 

That said, in Q2 we saw many

students onshore looking to

move from the PBSA/home stay

accommodations to alternative

accommodation with a cheaper

budget and private rooms. 

That trend has continued

throughout the year, and now the

majority of students wanting

lower cost student

accommodation. The local

market is set to become

extremely competitive as we look

at 2021/22 academic year. 

Spotlight on
Australia
A year of border closures and re-openings

provided a challenge for international students

hungry to study, however, positive futures ahead

for when business returns to normal with borders

re-opening for good. 

"After an unsteady year of

travel restrictions, political

tensions and fluctuating

market demand, hope

still remains for when the

borders open for good.

Now is the time for

accommodation

providers to adjust their

offering in preparation."

 

Madelin Smith, Global Director of

Business Development and

Partnerships at Student.com

INTERNATIONAL

As the academic year progressed

we saw a shift in demand from

international students looking to

study in the region. In February

when the region closed borders to

China, we saw a large number of

students willing to book as they

expected face-to-face learning to

commence for semester two

2020/21. It wasn't until around June

when it was announced that

semester two face-to-face learning

wouldn't be going ahead that we

saw a sharp decline in international

demand for student

accommodation. 

We also saw an impact from US

students on study abroad

programmes who spent their

summer break in Bali and New

Zealand, and then found themselves

unable to return for their studies

due to border closures. 

However, a shining beacon of light

for the region came in July when a

special Visa for Hong Kong passport

holders came into place, which

enabled students to travel. Thanks

to this, Hong Kong is now our third

top source market for Australia. 
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Australia
student trends

snapshot
The top trends of student 

accommodation for 2020 - based on

Student.com booking data.

Average tenancy length 

34 weeks

Most popular room type

private room

Average distance from 

university campus

35mins walk Average spend 

on accommodation

(local currency)

$12,491

Average time to book

7 days
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THE NEW NORMAL

The way students will search for

student accommodation has adapted

to the unrest of 2020. Here's our

predictions of what the key factors

will be for students when booking

their student accommodation:

Students have changed their room

type preference, with private rooms

being more popular. This is even

amongst those groups who

traditionally would choose shared

(such as US and European), as

concerns over travel quarantines and

isolation requirements. 

Students will include the flexibility of

contracts as one of the key factors

when deciding on their

accommodation. 

Students will take longer to decide

on their accommodation as they

await for the final green light from

universities for face-to-face learning

and travel options. 

Authenticity is key for students in

2021. Whether that's buying based

on reviews online or how a company

has reacted to Covid-19, it matters to

them.  

2021/22
predictions
What does the next academic year have to offer?

Based on Student.com data, here is what we

predict. 

"Whilst the world may be

on pause at the moment,

the future is bright. We

are looking forward to

helping students kick-

start their learning

journeys as the world

opens up again."
 

Luke Nolan, Founder and CEO at

Student.com

OPENING THE WORLD 

The world is navigating the new normal,

especially when it comes to travel. Once

borders are safely reopened, testing

becomes quicker and more accessible

for the longer term, we expect students

to be first in the queue to travel again.

Our website data shows demand for

international travel and study remains

for students. 

Another aspect which has impacted

student travel in 2020 was Brexit. In

similar fashion, as the rules and

regulations become clearer, travel

corridors are outlined for visas and new

processes are communicated widely, we

expect to see the traditional summer

learning travel to kickstart again. Short

language courses abroad in European

cities will once again be a go-to for

many during their summer holidays.

Finally, we believe that universities will

open their doors once again. Whilst they

may continue with online learning for

lectures or larger groups, we predict

that face-to-face learning in seminars

and group sessions will happen. The

demand from students to live the

university experience will see them

return to student accommodation.

What's clear is throughout the data,

conversations with students and the

wider higher education and

accommodation network - there is a

drive to continue university learning.

Young people want to travel and

discover, especially after having some of

their plans being put on hold or

changed because of the global

pandemic. 
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Helping students find their perfect home away from home, wherever they are

heading to university. 

Student.com is the world’s leading marketplace for international student housing,

helping students and group leaders find a perfect home at university or when

studying abroad.

Student.com has been 10 years in the making, and our international team has

already helped thousands of students find their home by providing free 1:1

support. With over 1.25 million student beds available in over 500 cities and 135

countries, Student.com prides itself in providing the widest range of student

accommodation on one platform. 

You can contact the team via contact@student.com for general queries.

 

Media/PR: please contact press@student.com

UK: please contact dan.baker@student.com 

US: please contact micah.hollingsworth@student.com

Australia: please contact madelin.smith@student.com

Europe: please contact dan.baker@student.com 

Follow us on social media

Get in touch
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